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The Idea of Colonialism

I N T ~ r ~. s c x u ̂  ~- s really are the limit, especi-
ally those on the other side of the Atlantic.

Having spent decades preaching the iniquities
of colonialism,, they suddenly wake up to .its
virtues lust at the moment when the colomal
administrators are beginning to lose heart. After
rendering the whole concept arid with the salt
of their scepticism, they start throwing off sup-
posedly fruitful ideas about how it can be re-
cultivated to the advantage of world peace and
security. Recently published, for example, is a
massive volume, The Idea ol Colonialism,*
written by a. posse of distinguished American
scholars, which solemnly puts into multi-syllable
words what every colonial administratdr has
known in his hones all along: (0 that the with-
drawal of the Western colonial Powers from
presently dependent areas would enhance the
power of the Soviet bloc; (2) that there are many
cases of peoples who are now incapable of self-
government and who could not maintain their
independence; and (3) that the inter-relationship
between de ndent and develo ed o les cannotpe . P peP
be wholly severed m fact. Or, to put it more
succinctly: if the anti-colonialists had their way
the world would be plunged into economic and
political chaos, the dependent peoples would
exchange one relatively light yoke for another
far more onerous, and the Soy’let Union would
inherit the earth.

What none of these distinguished contributors
realise, however, is that the will to resist these
developments, having been corroded ceaselessly
for a quarter of a century, cannot be restored by
this kind of posthumous iniection of realism.
Doubt and defeatism have spread too far in the
Western body politic to be cured by a few pats
on the back from a score of Harvard and
Columbia Doctors in political science. Their be-
lated recognition that British and French
colonialism has many virtues reads like a cen-
tenary reappraisal of an unjustly denigrated

* The Idea o[ Colonialism. Edited by Ro~ERX
STRAUsz-HuP~ and HARRY W. HAZARD. Atlantic

Books, Stevens, 42s.
79

figure of the past. Indeed, one is painfully re-
minded of those scholarly treatises which seek
to show that the divine right of kings was not
such a bad doctrine after all, better at any rate
than the devilish right of dictators. Interesting,
even stimulating--but no amount of posthumous
justification will put King Charles’ head back
on his shoulders.

The truth is, of course, that the "idea" of
colonialism is no longer a worthwhile subject for
discussion. Nobody any longer believes in the
white man’s missionary burden. Where it is at
all possible to withdraw without running exces-
sive dangers, the colonial Powers do so with
relief. In the awkward areas, like Algeria, the
argument is not about colonialism at all. It is a
battle between two armies for the control of a
particular piece of territory to which both lay
claim--a classical struggle for power. Neither the
French settler in Algeria, nor, for example, the
British in Kenya, base their case on any colonial
ideology, any more than in the I6th century
England based her claim to Calais on a colonial
ideology or the Spanish their claim to the Low
Countries. They do not say: "We ought to rule
these backward countries." They say: "What
we have we hold, because our right i~ as good,
if not better, than yours, and in any case we
have more guns." And although their coloured
opponents still pretend to believe in anti-colonial
ideology, and exploit its emotive potentialities
wherever possible, in practice they have long
since shown their contempt for it. In Algeria the
FLN does not for a moment think of allowing
self-determination for rival rebel groups; they
quite simply cut their throats. Mr. Nehru has
no intention of allowing the Kashmiris to choose
their own future; nor does Dr. Nkrumah hesi-
tate to lock up his Ashanti dissidents.

The simple truth is that both sides of the
colonial debate were intellectually untenable--an
attempt by the colonising Powers to disguise
their superior strength as superior virtue, and by
the colonised to cover up their weakness by a
show of moral strength. Now that the former
are no longer so strong and the latter no longer
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so weak, neither finds it so necessary to go on
with the make-believe. Unfortunately, al:hough
both colonised and colonisers have lost faith in
their ideological fictions, neither ~ave ye: taken
the next step, which is fi:ankly to recogr~ise the
facts of power. The colonising States, relt.ctantly
made aware o£.the hypocrisy of their pretended
motives, find it difficult to recogaise that their
actual motives--maintenance of economic and
strategic advantage--are in no way invalidated
just because their disguise has been seen through.
Equally, the colonised peoples, whose pretence
it has been to be struggling for abstract Freedom,
for Humanity, cannot get themselves tc realise
that in the modern world anti-Western crusades
are not only irrelevant but actually dangerous--
to themselves, above all. The momentum of
ideology continues to drag both parties down the
road t~ ruin, long after each side has ceased to
believe in it. As a result, the colonisers continue
to hang on, but without heart in the battle, and
the colonised, although winn;-ng the anti-
Western battle, leave themselves defenccless in
the face of Russian and Chinese expansion.

The difficulty, of course, is that both sides
have a certain short-term interest in continuing
the ideological debate. Nobody would deny that
it helps the dependent areas in their struggle to
wrest power from the West to pretend at the
United Nations that their aim is individual free-
dom, democracy, self-determination, etc., iust as
it helped the West in the heyday of its colonial
expansion to boast of a civilisi,ag mission. So
long, therefore, as the colonised peoples con-
tinue to talk nonsense about "Liberty" the West
will continue to talk nonsense about "Civilisa-
tion." Neither side can afford to shoulder the
onus of realism unilaterally--at least not in
public.

What is needed is a generation of coloured in-
tellectuals able to debunk anti-colonial hypocrisy
from within as effectively as during the last few
decades white intellectuals have debunked
colonial hypocrisy from within. Unfortunately,
there is no Asian Mr. Gollancz to tell some of
the new Asian statesmen that they are something
of a humbug; nor is it reasonable to expect Dr.
Nkrumah to set up an Accra School of Econo-
mics under some black Harold Laski re, urge the
British to stand up for their rights. It is, I sug-
gest, up to a new generation of Western intel-
lectuals to set about the massive process of
re-education. They must not only resto~:e realism
to their own peoples but also to A~rica and
Asia. Having in the past wonderfully fogged
the issue, they must set about clarifying it.

I am sure this cannot be done by the method
adopted by the writers in The Idea o[ Colonial-
ism. Judicious. analysis of the benefits dependent
peoples receive from the colonial status, mild

contradictions of the wilder charges against
imperialism, balanced suggestions for a com-
bined N.A.T.O. approach to the development
of backward countries, do not begin to measure
up to the problem. Merely to defend colonialism,
or to attempt its reform, or to point out the
dangers of too precipitate a change, allows the
debate to remain in its present intellectually
stultifying groove. The only way to inculcate
realism is to re-phrase, so to speak, the motion
under debate. It is, I think, valueless to-day to
argue about how best to lead the dependent
peoples towards self-government, or how best to
discourage newly-independent peoples from
abusing their new freedom, or how to deal with
areas which for one reason or another can never
hope to be independent. Defined in these ways
the argument at once reverts to ideological
slogan-thinking which goes round and round in
circles. The rewarding question is surely: "How
can the emerging continents of Asia and Africa
be fitted into a world balance-of-power which
does not leave the West hopelessly at a disadvan-
tage?" Until this root question is answered it is
impossible to think realistically about the branch
problems, such as which country should enjoy
independence and ~vhen.

It seems to me that what is called the evolving
Commonwealth, or the supposedly imaginative
Gaullist concept of a French Federation, only
postpone any realistic grappling with this root
question. To suppose that Britain, India, Ceylon,
Ghana, Nigeria, and Australia, can form a
viable political community, is manifestly absurd
--a hangover, on all sides, of colonial habits of
thought. In the long run, the relationship be-
tween Africa and Asia and Europe and America
will be determined, as are all international re-
lationships, on calculations of national interest
which by definition cannot be fixed on a per-
manent basis. India’s links with Britain, for
example, will depend more on what China does
in the future than on what Britain did in the
past.

Just as in the r9th century the relationship
between individual European Powers was con-
stantly shifting, in accordance with changes, in
the balance of power, so to-day relations between
Afro-Asia and Europe and America will also
be subject to diplomatic revolutions. Nothing has
happened to make the brute facts of power less
decisive. The only difference is that the West
has become so accustomed to regarding the
new continents, as, somehow, "moral problems,"
requiring a wholly different approach from that
normally governing international relations, that
it cannot adapt itself to current reality. It per-
sists, therefore, in searching for a new, en-
lightened colonial policy whereas what is actually
required is a new, realistic foreign policy.
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Mountolive
LAWRENCE DURRELL

"A genuine reflection of poetic and human
experience."--TIMES LITERARY SUPPLEMENT.
"One’s admiration grows..." JOHN DAVEN-
PORT, T~Z OBSZRVER. 2nd Impression. 16/-

A Time to Speak
MICHAEL SCOTT

"An intensely personal record [and] an essen-
tial historical document."

--FR. HUDDLESTON, NEW STATESMAN. 21/-

The Observer Plays
Introduction by

KENNETH TYNAN

Prize-winning plays by Errol John, Gurney
Campbell and Daphne Athas, Ann Jellicoe,
N. F. Simpson, Richard Beynon, Romilly
Cavan, Andr6 Davis. 42/-

Moon on a Rainbow
Shawl

ERROL JOHN

Separate publication, in paper covers, of the
first prize-winner in The Observer play com-
petition. 5/-

Endgame
SAMUEL BECKETT

"Mr Beckett’s baleful and brilliant dramatic
tour de force."--TIMES LITERARY SUPPLEMENT.

10/6

From an Abandoned
Work

SAMUEL BECKETT

A monologue, first broadcast on the 3rd Prog-
ramme last year. Paper covers. (Nov. 21). 2/6

~FABER & FABER----
6

DJILII$
Land Without Justice, the startling auto-
biography of his youth by Milovan Djilas,
author of The New Class and once Tito’s
right-hand-man is ’magnificently visual,
crammed with feeling.., a work of art’--
Sunday Times 25s

Jean and Simonne Lacouture.’A good
book in English about Nasser’s Egypt has
long been needed, and the gap could not
better be filled than by this translation of a
work by two perceptive French journalists.’
--The Times Illustrated, 35s

Y/IE lift
Harold Acton’s youthful classic is now
reissued in a revised edition. Still the only
work on the decline of that great Florentine
family, it has all the elegant verve and
suave irony of Mr. Acton’s recent success
The Bourbons of Naples. Illustrated, 32s

l.kl;. Ji’~10ffli’J last novel
Light above the Lake is perhaps his bold-
est venture, a story of love and an mTh,’m-
ation of immortality, set against the vigour
and humour of Irish country life.
’An uncannily fitting epitaph’ The Times 15s

ANTHONY [ARSON
is off on another comic odyssey in On to
Tim buctoo. ’Delicious and lighthanded’-
The Spectator 12s 611
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If imperialism means an attempt by or.e State
to increase its power beyond its present [,orders,
then the essence of imperialism is .~xpansion. Are
Britain and France to-day expansionist Powers?
They are, in fact, the very opposite, coucerned
only with preserving the status quo. It is re-
cisely the so-called anti-imperial~st States,
India and Egypt and Morocco, who wish to ex-
pand. It is, for example, India which wishes to
expand her power into Goa against the ~vill of
the local inhabitants, rather than Portugal. which
wishes to expand into India; it is Ghana which
boasts of her intention to extend her influence
throughout all West Africa; and it is Morocco
that claims "sovereignty" over the Sahara, where
no Moroccans live.

The difficulty is, of course, that imperialist
Powers usually only earn that title after they
have ceased to deserve it. While they are in the
process of expansion, they can usually concen-
trate attention not so much on what they are
gaining as on what other ex-imperialist Powers
are losing. After World War I, for example,
Britain and France vastly increased their power
in Europe and the Levant by undermining the
Hapsburg and Ottoman Empires. What was, in
fact, Anglo-French imperialism looked to much
of the world as Anglo-French anti-imperialism
and support for "self-determination." To-day,
the tables are being turned. Egypt is hailed as
a great exponent of anti-imperialism because she
is successfully erecting her own empire under
the guise of breaking up Britain’s. The same
thing happened in India. As Britain withdrew,
the new State of India extended its power into

Kashmir and Hyderabad. There is nothing
necessarily wrong in this. Nor is tl-~ere necessarily
anything right. It is not anti-imperialism
triumphing over imperialism, not liberty replac-
ing subjection. It is one Power rep’.acing another.

Imperialist Powers on the make have always
used the principle of self-determination to help
disrupt empires on the wane. Nineteenth-century
British penetration into Africa was enormously
facilitated by championing one tribe’s right to
independence from some other tribe; or one pre-
tender chief’s claim to overthrow the current
legitimate ruler. To many groups, therefore,
Britain arrived as the great liberator. Their right
to self-determination was augmented ratl’er than
diminished.

Take another example. In Eastern arid Cen-
tral Europe after the first World War, the prin-
ciple of national self-determination was a!.so used
by new imperialism against old. The des=ruction
of the Austro-Hungarian empire--the old im-
perial order--at once called forth new im-
perialisms. Poland, Czechoslovakia, Rumania,
and Yugoslavia rushed into the po~ver vacuum
and struggled among each other to carve out

the maximum sphere of influence possible. Ger-
:nany put an end to this struggle by exploiting
the same self-determination principle against
I:hese very countries. The German minorities in
Czechoslovakia and Poland became the excuse
:_-’or a New German imperialism, an excuse which,
!.n the notorious Times leader at the time of
Munich, was accepted by the West: "Self-deter-
:aaination~ the professed principle of the Versailles
’Treaty, has been invoked by Hitler against its
written text, and his appeal has been allowed."

It seems to me that writers and thinkers on
international affairs to-day are falling into a
similar trap. We must, they say, "come to terms"
with Arab and Asian nationalism, which in
..~ffect means allowing them to determine their
own future as they see fit. This, however, is a
novel doctrine which does not stand up to a
moment’s analysis. There is no possible moral
obligation for one State voluntarily to allow
another to take actions which are gravely con-
trary to its own interests. If Britain refuses to
withdraw a base, this has nothing to do with
colonialism or any other "ism"--except perh.a~s
realism. It is because Britain believes that with-
drawal would endanger the balance of power.
Exactly the same considerations should govern
Britain’s attitude to Ceylon or Egypt, for
example, as would govern America’s attitude to
Italy. If Italy went Communist and threatened
to vote itself behind the Iron Curtain, the United
States would probably intervene with force. If
lordan threatened to merge with Israel, Egypt
would also hold itself free to prevent this by
force. And India has already moved to prevent
Kashmir from merging with Pakistan. This
would not be colonialism, any more than
Britain’s decision in x939 to fight for the in-
dependence of Poland was colonialism.

It is absurd to suppose that just because the
newly independent countries were once colonies,
and the West was once their colonisers, they
should be regarded as outside the normal pat-
terns of international behaviour. We are, in
short, no more obliged to accept "Afro-Asian
terms" than any other country’s terms. Nor is
the West likely to gain the long-term friendship
of Africa and Asiaby acceding to their demands
for precipitate withdrawal. The idea that if the
West gets out fast enough a grateful coloured
world will rally to its side is naive. Far from it
being the realpoliti k school who still think in
colonialist terms it is, in fact, the liberals who
still persist in expecting former colonial areas,
who are now independent, to behave quite
differendy from any other States in history. They
refuse to believe that these areas will ever gradu-
ate into the world of power-politics--an attitude
which, to my mind, smacks of intolerable
patronage. Those who recognise that Asia and
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Robert Graves
STEPS: STORIES, TALKS, ESSAYS,

POEMS, STUDIES IN HISTORY
These Steps follow the crooked and
provoking track traced by Graves in
The Crowning Privilege and i Catacrok.t
He continues to wear his variegated
learning as lightly as his customary
crownless straw hat--Maj orcan stories,
talks on the construction and destruc-
tion of poems, critical excursions into
contemporary literature, studies in
unusual aspects of history, and twenty-
two new poems make up this witty
book. 360pp. 30/- net.

The Sultan
JOAN HASLIP
The author of Lucrezia Borgia has now
written a brilliant biography of Abdul
Hamid II, the despotic Sultan of
Turkey who met his end in the First
World War. Miss Haslip has fully
explored the devious intrigues and wily
policies of the period, but she is as
much concerned with the man as with
the power he wielded; a man whose
autocracy and tyranny were a byword
throughout Europe. 25]- net.
Book Society Recommendation

The Cardinal
de Bernis
SIR MARCUS CHEKE
K.C.V.O., C.M.G.
The fame of the Cardinal de Bernis as
litterateur and bon viveur is known to
everyone interested in 18th century
France, but his more serious aspect as
a Minister of the Crown and Ambassa-
dor of France has been lost to view.
This is the remarkable story of the man
who became known as the ’King of
Rome ’. 25/- net.
Book Society Recommendation

CASSELL BOOKS

~ICK OF TO-

DAY’S SHORT STORIES,
John Pudney’s ninth selection, is the
best yet. This unusually stimulat-
ing mingling of established writers
and newcomers includes Richard
Church, Wolf Mankowitz, Brian
Glanville, Kenneth Martin, William
Sansom, John Cantwell and Herb
Sutherland. "A connoisseur’s num-
ber" SUNDAY TIMES 15s
"There’s a deal of exciting, eccen-
tric writing in THE H O USE OF
RUBY WOGAN... Norman
Gear’s second novel.., even odder
than his first.., still obsessed with
ripe, middle-aged women," says
John Metcalfe in the SUNDAY TIMES.
Curiosity will be rewarded by his
new and disturbing tale of a square
peg, Henry, in a very peculiar
round world. 15s

John Cantwell’s N EVER A
CLOSING DOOR introduces a
young Australian writer of power
and promise. In a Mediterranean
island a young Canadian and a
young Australian seek in the primi-
tive life a solution to their private
problems of religion and sex. 13s 6d

CANADA MADE ME, by
Norman Levine. This is the Canada
no one hears about. This is
Canada’s dark side: provincialism,
ugliness, dullness, mediocrity.
Written by an expatriate poet,
novelist and playwright on a recent
journey to his native haunts,
CANADA MADE ME is a
critical reassessment of his country’s
moral and cultural values. 25s

PUTNAM
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Read of the immutable workings of

Young’s Law (I.Q. q-effort=merit)
in the ’I984’ of education

The Rise of the
Meritocracy
By MICHAEL YOUNG

’a brilliant essay on education
and equality by the Director
of the Institute of Commurfity

Studies. The most plausible
future-story I have read’
Raymond Williams in the Manchester Guardian

THAMES & HUDSON

Africa could prove formidable rivals seem to me
far less colonial-minded than those who con-
tinue to treat them like children who can be
bribed by sweets.

Advocates of "hanging on" as long as
physically possible are hardly more sensible.
Clearly there comes a moment when imperial
possessions prove more a source of weakness than
strength. The Afro-Asian independence move-
ment constitutes a major diplomatic and political
revolution. Areas of great strategic and economic
importance can no longer be relied upon as fall-
ing within the Western sphere ~f interest. But
there is nothing unique in this kind of setback.
The challenge it poses is not fundamentally
different from the sudden desertion of a major
ally in the struggles of the past such as, for
example, the seemingly catastrophic decision of
Maria Theresa to ally the Hapsburgs with the
Bourbons against Britain in the mid-~8th cen-
tury. This came to Britain as just as great a
shock as do Mr. Nehru’s cold war antics to-day.
But Pitt did not waste time lamenting; nor did
the scholars of the day write books, entitled
"The Idea of Hapsburgism," about how to re-
capture Austrian friendship. Instead Britain
made every effort to restore her secttrity by
forging new links with Prussia.

This surely is what all the Western countries
who ~re now faced by the Afro-Asian revolution
should be doing to-day. They should be seeking
to create a new balance of power in the world
whicb, would enable them to accept the loss of
empire without sacrifice of security. In theory
this is by no means an impossible task. A politi-
cal merger between North America and Western
Europe would outweigh any economic, mili-
tary, and even prestige losses which the West
has suffered in Africa and Asia. Not only would
it enormously facilitate in strict material terms
the exploitation of our assets, but it would also
demonstrate to the world that the West still has
the will to survive by adapting itself to current
reality. There can really be little doubt that the
future lies with that part of the world which
first succeeds in overcoming the anachronistic
particularism of national sovereignty without
falling back on the anachronistic instruments of
foreign conquest. The spectacle of an indepen-
dent sovereign Belgium is as absurd in the 2oth
century as the spectacle of a dependent Hungary
is tragic. Western respect for the principle of
national sovereignty is as unconstructive as
Russia’s contempt is destructive. With so much
to gain from unity it will surely puzzle posterity
why the West put off taking the plunge for so
long.

How, it will be asked, would Western unifica-
tion solve the challenge of Afro-Asian national-
ism? The answer is very simple. There is no
problem of Afro-Asian nationalism. The prob-
lem only arises in an acute form because the
West is weak and purposeless. The West clings
to its colonial possessions for two reasons: power
and pride. It needs its colonies because they
provide bases, resources, lines of communication
and, perhaps, more important, because "the idea
of colonialism" provides a sense of purpose for
which as yet no real substitute has been found.
But Western unification, by providing immensely
fruitful new sources of power and new and in-
spiring political goals, would cut the West free
from these preoccupations.

Of course, this sounds fanciful and visionary.
But so, t,wenty-five years ago, did the idea of
the West s voluntary withdrawal from Africa
and Asia. It has taken an intellectual revolu-
tion in the West to make withdrawal practicable
politics. What is needed to-day from Western
intellectuals is a similar concerted effort to con-
dition public opinion to accept a voluntary
merging of national sovereignty, without which
the basic material and moral strength necessary
to come to terms with Africa and Asia cannot
be created.

Peregrine Worsthorne
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Selected by ANNE RIDLER with a Critical
~ Introduction

Since Charles V4illiams died thirteen years ago
the circle of enthusiasts for his work has grown
steadily. Anne Ridler, who was one of his pupils,
has made a selection of essays illustrating his most
important themes; she has prefaced it by a study
of his writings and has sketched a portrait, for
those who never met him, of this remarkable
man. 25s. net

The Shaping Vision of
1 Gerard Manley Hopkins
|

ALAN HEUSER
In this original study Mr Heuser shows how the
poet’s mind from the beginning worked on certain
favourite ideas, developing them and constructing
his poems in accordance with them, so that they

Ishaped a consistent vision. I5s. net

Pope and Human Nature
I
| GEOFFREY TILLOTSON
| ’... Professor Tillotson has two essential
| qualifications of a crific--a profound knowledge
| of his subject (allied to immense learning, as the
| range of his quotations shows) and whole-hearted
| enthusiasm.’ John Hayward in Trm SUrCDAY TIM~S
| 25s. net

[The Chequer’d Shade
I REFLECTIONS ON OBSCURITY IN POETRY

IJOHN PRESS
Modern poetry is often criticized for its obscurity

l
and difficulty, but Mr Press shows here that this
is not an entirely new phenomenon. He
distinguishes between the different types of
obscurity and illuminates problems confronting
present-day writers. 25s. net

In Fires of No Return
~ Poems

i
JAMES K. BAXTER
The first collection to be published outside New
Zealand by this distinguished young New Zealand
poet, whose influence in his own country is
considerable. This volume is a POETRY BOOK
SOCIETY RECOMMENDATION. 125. 6d. net

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

STORM

JAMESON
A Ulysses Too Many

’Quite unexpected.., a pleasure to read
for its lucid intelligence and for the
comedy that illuminates some scenes of
fretful pride.’--JOnN DAW~reORT, The
Observer.
’The pale twilight world of the exile is
patterned here with skill and sympathy
... An exquisite study.’ Evening Standard.

15s

COLIN
McDOHGALL

Execution
’This is not just another war book but a
thoughtful and intelligent account of
men at war.’ Glasgow Herald. 15s

MHRIEL
SPARK

The Go-Away Bird
WITH OTHER STORIES

Already established in the field of short-
story writing, and as a novelist of
originality and brilliance, Muriel Spark
will once more enchant the reader with
her own particular magic. 13s 6d

WINTER’S
TALES 4

Winter’s Tales 3 was praised by The
Observer as ’an example of the highest
standard in English story-writing today’,
a standard well maintained by this year’s
contributors; Mona Andrade, Jeremy
Brooks, Ivor Brown, Kate Christie,
William Cooper, Reynolds Price, V. S.
Pritchett and Muriel Spark. 15s

MACMILLAN
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Ideological Backwate rs
After Utopia. By JUDITH N. S~XLSR. PHnce-

ton and Ox]ord University Press. 4os.

M ZSS SHXZXR has put together an an-
thology of quotations upon a single

theme: political and intellectual despair. She has
bound it together by a very intelligent commen-
tary of her own. Beginning with the romantic
movement and the aftermath of ".he Enlighten-
ment, she has brought the tale of lamentation
almost up to the present day. The material avail-
able to her is of course immense. She might have
continued right up to the last supplement (any
last supplement) of The Times Literary Supple-
ment or to the latest book (reviewed in The
Observer) with some such title as "The Fall of
Western Man" or "The Nemesis of Reason."
Her central source is, inevitably, Nietzsche, and
her sub-title, "The Decline of PoIitical Faith."
She also abstracts that which her :hcme requires
from Hegel, ,a, nd his concept of the "unhappy
consciousness, rather under-emphasising the
fact that he was the most radiant of optimists
and the most utopian of utopians. It is t~:ue that
he was the most formidable of all critics of the
Enlightenment and of the claims of pure reason
to find justice in human affairs. But he believed
that the End, the final adjustment of man in the
perfect society, was at hand and that he was
there to announce it, at the right place and at
the right time. Such a belief seems now almost
a form of madness, part of the general ~nadness
of millennian hopes released by the French
Revolution and by Napoleon. Perhaps we cannot
now altogether recapture the original z.stonisb,-
ment at these events, the apocalyptic sense that
there is after all no limit to what men, or a
single man, can do in re-making society. Then
came the disintoxication, and there had to be
an explanation that would show what went
wrong. "Why the French Revolution failed"
could well be the title of the mature works of
Hegel and of the early works of Marx. Miss
Shklar’s tale of woe begins.

But it is now possible to stand back and to
review the events in better proportion. Are there
really good grounds for this loss of political
faith, for this despair of reason in the arrange-
ment of human affairs? After reading Miss
Shklar, and many of the supplements and
weekly reviews, and even some of the novelists
and essayists, who constantly rewl in tbe decline
of our culture, I still cannot see that there are.
It seems to me that these prophets have mis-
understood the original progzamme of the
rationalist philosophers, and therefore have been
looking for the fruits of reason in the wrong
place.

The rationalist philosophers of the x7th cen-
tury guessed that the natural order could be
made clearly intelligible to human reason: its
underlying structure, being the product of
.reason, was accessible to reason: the colour and
variety of its surface were only lent to it by our
senses. The fruit of reason would be natural
philosophy, and these philosophers were them-
selves natural philosophers--that is, scientists.
Their guess has been proved correct--the
natural sciences, and mathematics, which is their
basis, have become unquestionably the greatest
achievements of human reason, exactly as
the rationalists forecast. If anyone sincerely
believes reason to be the highest power of man,
then he must also believe that the work of
modern scientists and mathematicians is the
greatest of human achievements.

But most of those who have written philo-
sophy, or quasi-philosophy, from ~8x5 onwards,
and who are quoted by Miss Shklar, have natur-
ally been reluctant to accept the second of these
propositions. For very few of them had any real
contact with the developing sciences or with
mathematics. Finding themselves, as philo-
sophers, on the periphery of rational advance,
and no longer at the centre, they frequently
became spiteful and vindictive about the suc-
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